Literature & Literacy

Literature is any body of written works and typically refers to writing considered to be an art form or any single writing deemed to have artistic or intellectual value, often due to deploying language in ways that differ from ordinary usage.

- Writing and Critical Thinking Through Literature (Ringo and Kashyap)
- Book: Writing the Nation - A Concise Introduction to American Literature 1865 to Present (Berke, Bleil and Cofer)
Book: Literature, the Humanities, and Humanity (Steinberg)

Book: Writing and Literature - Composition as Inquiry, Learning, Thinking, and Communication (Bennett)

Book: English Literature - Victorians and Moderns (Sexton)

Book: A Rhetoric of Literate Action - Literate Action I (Bazerman)
Book: A Theory of Literate Action - Literate Action II (Bazerman)

• Book: Compact Anthology of World Literature (Getty and Kwon)

• British Literature Through History

• Book: British Literature I - Middle Ages to the Eighteenth Century and Neoclassicism (Robinson and Getty)
• Book: British Literature II - Romantic Era to the Twentieth Century and Beyond (Robinson)

• Book: The Ideologies of Lived Space in Literary Texts, Ancient and Modern (Heirman and Klooster)

• Compact Anthology of World Literature - 4, 5, and 6 (Turlington et al.)

• Book: Creating Literary Analysis
Book: Adult Literacy Fundamental English (Ivits)

Book: Literacy for College Success (Schmidt and Winter)

Book: The Emergence of Irish Gothic Fiction - Histories, Origins, Theories? (Killeen)

Book: A Guide to the Gothic (Laredo)
Book: Critical Thinking and Information Literacy

• Book: Sci-fi Fantasy Anthology (Hoppe)

• Book: Thematic Reading Anthology (Lumen)

• 88 Open Essays - A Reader for Students of Composition & Rhetoric (Wangler and Ulrich)
Naming the Unnameable - An Approach to Poetry for New Generations (Evory)

- Book: The Open Anthology of Earlier American Literature

- Book: Becoming America - An Exploration of American Literature from Precolonial to Post-Revolution

- Plague Diaries: Firsthand Accounts of Epidemics, 430 B.C. to A.D. 1918 (Johnson, Ulrich, and Ulrich)
• Book: The Odyssey (Homer)
• Book: The Iliad (Homer)
• Book: Lysistrata (Aristophanes)
• Book: Amores (Ovid)
- Book: World Literature I - Beginnings to 1650 (Getty and Kwon)

- Book: The Intelligent Troglodyte's Guide to Plato's Republic (Drabkin)

- Romeo and Juliet (Olson)
Supplementary Materials (Literature)

- Tiny Tales from Africa: The Animals I (Gibbs)
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- Classics